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Career Corner
www.humboldt.edu/~career

826-3341

When is the best time to look for an internship?
| NOW to get one for Summer 2006! The Career Center lists internship jobs
_,|0n our website. Here are LOCAL internships that are currently listed:
« Target

« USFWS—Humboldt Bay National Wildlife Refuge
¢ KEET--TV
¢ Humboldt Adventure
‘| Go to: http:/Awww.humboldt.edu/~career and logon to our job listing

service, Monstertrak, to get details on how to apply now. There aremany

‘|more outside of the local area for Summer 2006.
«
New Service ¢ Walk-ins ¢ Monday-Friday ¢
+10 am to 2:00 pm, 15 min. sessions, to answer your quick questions about
-|a resume, cover letter, major choice, career decision making and more!
=

Heads up:

| Mon, Oct. 17—11:30 to 1:30
Outreach on the Quad (or SBS if raining) - come and ask us questions
z
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|Mon, Oct. 31—Nov. 4—Iinternship Week at the Career Center!
Mon., Oct. 31—4:00 Resume Writing
Tues., Nov. 1—3:00 to 4:30
HSU Student Panel Discussion
Wed & Thur., Nov. 2 & 3 — 10:00 to 2:00
Employer Resumania_
Fri., Nov. 4 — 10:00 Interviewing Tips
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Bicycle thievery on the rise
UPD urges students to register bikes 1n case of theft
Luc Cebulski
Forum Editor

experts agree that a case-hardened U-lock is the best defense against bike theft.
Jake Todd, manager of Revolution bike shop in Ar-

cata, said that a U-lock, when used properly, is the most
Bikes are disappearing from racks all over campus and
secure way to lock up a bike. For a U-lock to be effective
if you're using a flimsy old cable lock and haven't regisit is important to lock the actual frame of the bike to the
tered your bike, yours may be next.
bike rack as opposed to just locking the front tire or usIn the last six weeks, 14 bicycles have been stolen on
ing the U-lock as a glorified padlock to link a cable.
or around HSU’ s campus — and those are only the ones
U-locks combined with registration are the only way
that have been reported to the University Police Departto go. Just ask Bryce Iris who didn't register his bike
ment.
“That's more [bicycles] than have been stolen since I or use a lock. His bike was stolen in July from behind
the East Side Deli where he
started here a year and a half ago,’
works, just four blocks from
said UPD Officer Greg Pope.
“That’s
more
[bicycles]
that
have
usu.
There is no real rhyme or reason
“] just stashed it between
for the increase, Pope said. “It comes
been stolen since I started here a
the Dumpsters overnight,’
in waves. Some semesters we'll only
year and a half ago.”
Iris said. “The next morning
have one or two [stolen bicycles]
it was gone.”
and sometimes it’s like this.”
Greg
Pope
Iris posted fliers around
Pope explained that some bikes
UPD Officer
‘town, but after several
are stolen in broad daylight from
months with no leads, he
even high traffic spots such as the
had little hope of ever finding his bike.
UC Quad.
But he lucked out when a friend recognized his stolen
“What they (bike thieves) do is wear heavy duty wire
bike last week, locked to a rack near the HSU Library,
dykes [bolt cutters] on a string around their neck,” he
and left a note on the bike saying that the person in possaid. “Then they bend over next to a bike and make like
session of the bike should return it. Iris called UPD and
they're unlocking it and use the dykes to cut the lock.
officers put a second lock on the bike until Iris could
Then they just ride off like the bike belongs to them.” To
prove ownership.
a passersby it looks legitimate.
Had the bike been registered it would have been an
The reason for the increase in thefts might be hard
open
and shut case, but Iris had to prove ownership by
to nail down but one thing that can be said for sure is
producing the fliers that he had posted. Pope also said he
that bicycle owners who register their bikes have a much
interviewed friends of Iris to confirm ownership.
higher chance of recovering their property if it is stolen.
Iris said that he now has a lock for his bike and that
UPD in cooperation with the Eureka Police Departbike
registration is in his immediate future. He's lucky.
ment has recovered seven of the 14 stolen bikes from a
Victims of bike theft don't always get a second chance.
number of Eureka pawnshops, all of which were registered in the state registry.
Luc Cebulski can be reached at
Pope said UPD is interested in questioning three male
locebulski@hotmall.com
Eureka residents in connection to the seven
recovered bicycles, but since the case is still
active, he could not give any further information about the investigation.
Humboldt Bay Trade and Pawn is one
of the shops where stolen bikes were recovered. An employee, Gabe Spetzler, said that,
by law, he must receive a current form of

|

Luc Cebulski

Above: A closeup of the note that was on Bryce Iris’s
bike.
Left: Where the bike was left on campus after it was
stolen from iris.
Below: Iris reunited with his beloved bicycle.

identification (military ID, driver's license

}
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or passport), a signature and a thumbprint
from anyone pawning a bike. All of which
are transferred to the Eureka Police Department for verification before the bike can be
sold.
If, when this information is processed,
the bike comes up as stolen or registered to
a person other than the person pawning it,
police can return the bike to its owner and
question the person who pawned it.
Registering your bike is an easy process
and can be done at the Parking Office locat-

ed on Harpst Street across from the main
parking lot. It’s free and all you need is your
bike and a Student ID card.

,
and biking
policetion
Along with registra

Luc Cebulski

Kira Rubenthaler
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K. A. Thorpe

complicated and long and fell out of public view
that we began to need journalists to pry it open,”
he said. “[Now] you need a journalist to be able to

Copy Chief

For environmental journalist Michael Pollan, — tell what the hell it is.”
corn is at the heart of the country’s - no, make
Corn is cheap, and it’s easy to produce and

cross-breed,

that the world’s — problems.
The famed writer and speaker presented a lecture Wednes-

Pollan

said. He

blamed

overpro-

duction on government policies,

}

daytoapacked audienceinthe MMM

which he said provide $4 billion
to subsidize corn farmers.
In the United States, corn fields
cover an area of 80 million acres
— twice the size of New York

mA

i

where he blamed everything
from obesity to toxic waste on
what he termed “the perfect
capitalist plant.”
A self-described food detective, Pollan said he was
struck by how many of his in-

State. By growing corn, a

single

farmer can feed 129 Americans.
“We hand out land to it, we
pamper it,” Pollan said. “We overfeed it with fertilizer, and we stuff
vestigations kept coming back
ourselves with it.”
Corn may pack cheap calories,
to corn.
“Its cheapness, its overprobut we're paying for it with highduction, explains almost ever incidences of diabetes, shorter
erything you need to know
lifespans, huge amounts of waste
about our eating order [obeTara Apperson
and runoff, and 20 percent of our
sity], our fast-food nation that Michael Pollan displays corn,
oil imports.
weve become,” he said. “Corn
the main topic of his lecture.
“We have somehow been
has insinuated itself into our
brainwashed that spending as little money as possible on food is
landscape, our government,
our bodies.”
the smart thing to do,” he said. “The motto of the
The purpose of his discussion, Pollan said, was
food industry should be ‘cheap at any price.”
to help people understand where their food comes

from — a necessity that evolved over time with the
boom of agribusiness and processed food.
“It was only when

the food system

became

K.A. Thorpe can be reached at

_ kat.reporter@gmail.com

Humboldt
comes
Brandie Glass
Campus Editor
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Burns said even those who
are not gay may come out of the
closet to support those who do.
“Straight allies are more than

ing someone who is, National “The entire day is a way
Coming Out Day is where you to help people to stop ly-
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to come out. This is

the word Homecoming, Burns
said. “You're allowed to come
with anyone you want. This was
just started for the people who
couldn't go to prom or oth-"
er dances with the people they
wanted. I want people to feel

comfortable about coming,”
Homocoming

is

a

Holly-

wood-theme dance in honor of
gay stars with all the basics —
music, fun and friendly people.
Burns is just trying too offer

a lot of fun in a really safe environment. “We're just looking for
a recognized way to celebrate
diversity in a queer communi- .
¥ she said.
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Life without tennis
The Forbes Complex, slated to begin construction next summer,
will displace HSU’s courts — without plans for their replacement
Thadeus Greenson
Staff writer

As HSU moves forward with plans to build a new $43.8
million Forbes Complex, the local tennis community contemplates life without courts on campus.
“It’s not as bad as having no bathrooms on campus, but
it’s close,” Fisheries Biology Department Chair David Hankin said. “I think it’s outrageous for a university not to have
tennis courts for its students and faculty. It’s not like tennis
is some obscure sport.”
With construction slated to begin in the summer of
2006, the new 93,000 square foot Forbes Complex will
be built on the location currently occupied by the tennis
courts, which would make HSU one of only three schools
in the UC and CSU systems without on-campus tennis
courts.
The new Forbes Complex is the latest component of the

Physical Education Project, which aims to improve HSU’s
athletic facilities. Campus administrators are touting the
new complex as a way to better provide for current stu-

dents and faculty as well as a way to attract and retain future students. Meanwhile, the local tennis community is
frustrated that the new Forbes Complex will displace the
campus’s only tennis courts with no plans to replace them.
The $43.8 million is coming entirely from state funding allocated by Proposition 54, which set aside money
for improvement and replacement of facilities in schools
throughout California.
Bob Schulz, director of facilities management at HSU,
said the money is strictly for campus facilities and could
not be reallocated to other areas. “It is not permissible
to do other things with the money,’ he said. “If we didn't
spend the money on a building, some other CSU would”
HSU has done a lot of work on its athletic facilities in
the last two years such as building a Boating Instruction
and Safety Center on the waterfront in Eureka, a new softball field behind Redwood Bowl, and a new Student Recreation Center.
HSU Athletic Director Dan Collen is excited about the
new facilities. “With the combination of the other new
buildings, we feel we'll have some of the best athletic facilities in Northern California,’ he said.
Schulz is similarly excited about the new facility which
will house a swimming pool, dance studios, classrooms,
locker rooms, faculty offices, and a new gym with a 2,000seat capacity.

“Our students deserve better than what we're giving
them? Schulz said. “We are excited about having facilities
that do justice to our student body. Every single one of our
students will use this new building and benefit from it”
The project's critics are more concerned with what the
new complex will replace than with what it will include.
Jeff Black, the wildlife department chair, taught his children to play tennis on HSU’s courts and still plays on them
several times a week. Black said the tennis community is
upset about the prospect of having no on-campus courts.
“Every person who plays tennis is upset,” he said. “The
Arcata community only has two courts (both at Larson

Park), we're always trying to promote good PR with the

community, it seems like this is moving in the wrong di-

rection.”

Mathematics Professor Jeffrey Haag said he used to love

HSU’s

Jeff Cox

tennis courts will be demolished to make room for the new Forbes Complex.

he thinks this open space will also aid recruiting and will
be especially beneficial during commencement.
“I think it’s going to be a general-use gathering space
— a lot like the Quad,” he said. “It will have people playing
Frisbee, studying, and frankly just hanging out. I think the
campus will feel more integrated than ever before.”
A lot that the new Forbes Complex and its accompanying open space have to offer is lost on the tennis community, which feels somewhat ignored and neglected.
“I don't feel my concerns were regarded or taken seriously, but I’m biased,” Black said. “The people making decisions have to weigh all kinds of things — I just want the
tennis courts.”

playing at HSU because the courts are nestled behind a
barrier of trees, but he now plays at Larson Park because
the courts are in better condition than those on campus.
Hankin, winner of the Humboldt Medal in 1999 for
Scholar of the Year, said he agrees many people have
stopped playing at HSU in favor of Larson Park. “[HSU's
courts] haven't been resurfaced and they put all kinds of
ridiculous (basketball) lines on them so use shifted to the

Arcata courts,” he said. “But it’s not Arcata’s responsibility
to provide courts for the university.”
Collen said he is sympathetic to the tennis community's
frustration but that there were no good alternative sites for
the new complex. “I’m an avid tennis player,’ he said. “I'm
concerned about [not having courts on campus], but we're

Thadeus Greenson can be reached at

landlocked and there is no easy place to put them.’
Schulz said HSU considered rebuilding
the Forbes Complex where it is currently located, but that would have made it necessary
to close it down during construction, leaving HSU without its primary athletic facility
for an entire year. As the project is currently planned, HSU will move seamlessly from
one facility to the next without any loss of facility access.

tgreenson@hotmail.com

Collen and Schulz both said they think
the new facility will help with recruiting new

students.
“We can show [prospective students] topnotch facilities and that will help with both
recruitment and retention.” Collen said.
After the new complex is completed, HSU
plans to demolish the existing west gym and
replace it with an open space, creating an entryway into the Redwood Bowl. Schulz said
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“UPD CLIPS
Thursday, Sept. 22
5:29 a.m.- A subject was reported taking recyclables from
the Library. Books, dude. You're
supposed to take books.
9:41 p.m.- A subject was attempting to light a plant on fire
at Hill Gazebo. An officer was
unable to locate the subject. Boy
scout training or planticide ... I
guess we'll never know.
Friday, Sept. 23
11:36 a.m.- Dispatch received
an anonymous call from the second floor of the Library. “There's
even more books up here, holy
crap,’ whispered the voice.
8:15 p.m.- A pair of juveniles
were reportedly drunk near the
concession stand in Redwood
Bowl. Officer found them to be

totally sober and made a note that
teenagers just naturally act like
dumbshits.

[CAMPUS]
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“Uh ... yeah,’ says someone.
“Well, there ya go,” concluded
the officer.
Sunday, Sept. 25

Saturday, Sept. 24
12:00 a.m.- Dude was doing the cave man at the Natural
...-again. Cop

warned him about the camping
restrictions ... again.

2:31 a.m.- Someone was actually caught and arrested for vandalism in the pedestrian underpass. He just assumed it was legal
there.
2:24 p.m.- Someone reported
smelling marijuana in Laurel Hall
two days ago.
“Were you smoking marijuana
in Laurel Hall two days ago?” asks
the officer.
“Uh ... yeah,” says someone.
“Are you high right now?” asks
the officer.

aZ,

Compiled by Otto
12:05 p.m.- Somebody stole
the passenger side mirror off
somebody else's car. Weird.
4:33 p.m.- A guy was spitting

History Museum

THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG

(Insert crickets noises here)

Monday, Sept. 26
8:22 a.m.- Someone was caught
dumping household trash in the
cans outside the science building.
Those cans are strictly for science
trash only.
4:52 p.m.- Report of a subject
being harassed campus wide by
an ex-boyfriend. He might be an
asshole, but ya can’t accuse him
of being anything less than thorough.
Tuesday, Sept. 27
3:40 a.m.- Someone tagged up
the new HSU Gateway on 14th
Street. Ha, Fucking, Ha!!

on people on the Library stairs.
Only dick heads and llamas do
that. And even llamas are widely
regarded as the dick heads of the
animal kingdom. Mostly ‘cause
they spit on people.
Wednesday, Sept. 28
12:18 a.m.- Report of a sevenman bout of fisticuffs in front of
Sidelines.

Thursday, Sept. 29
Nada... that’s Spanish for nothing interesting happened today.
Friday, Sept. 30
12:30 a.m.- Someone
saw
someone who saw someone look-

puter lab. That hardly appeals to
one’s prurient interest.
1:17 p.m.- A man was cited
for illegally pooping near the Annex. Clarification: he wasn't illegally pooping near the Annex. He
was illegally pooping somewhere
else. The Annex is where the cops
caught up with him and gave him
a ticket ... for illegally pooping.
Saturday, Oct. 1
7:54 a.m.

Two women jogging on the
Granite Avenue extension trail
were startled by a man who ran
yelling out of the woods and
across the trail in front of them.
The area was checked by an officer but the screaming guy was nowhere to be found. Guess he was
eaten up by whatever chased him
across the trail.

ing at porn in the Forestry com-

Paid Advertisement

Stand Up For a Better California

Prop

76 Gives Governor Total Control

e Prop 76 gives the Governor unprecedented power
over the state budget. The governor has the power to
make cuts "at his discretion" with no legislative oversight.
* The Orange County Register calls the initiative’s
spending limitations “phony.”
¢ The real agenda of the Governor and his corporate
allies is to cut schools, health care, public safety,
retirement security, and more.
¢ Prop. 76 would slash $4 billion from our schools,

Prop 75 Silences Working People
¢ Prop. 75 silences working people on issues that matter
to all of us: pensions, wages, schools, health care, prescription drug costs, home care, job security.
¢ Prop. 75 is deceptive. It isn’t about protecting

workers; it’s about advancing a right-wing agenda.
Lewis Uhler, its author, is devoted to cutting
schools, social security, public safety, even

Medicare. He has called firefighters, police officers, nurses, and teachers “greedy” and “arrogant”

for disagreeing with the Governor on education,
nursing ratios, and public safety.

$25,000 from every classroom.
¢ Prop. 75 only restricts public employees.
* The governor would get the power to slash the CSU
budget—including faculty salaries—at will, and to divert

student fees to other programs.

It does not

restrict corporations—even though corporations spend shareholders’ money on politics. Corporations already spend $24
for every $1 spent by unions on politics.

A Hidden Agenda.
Get more information & get involved:

Alliance for a Better California at www.betterca.com * No on Prop 75 Coalition at www.VoteNo75.com

CALIFORNIA FACULTY ASSOCIATION www.calfac.org * CSU EMPLOYEES UNION www.caicsea/csu * ACADEMIC PROFESSIONALS OF CALIFORNIA www.apc1002.org
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Speech program uses
TV to teach students
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in Fresno instructing in front
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head.
To ask a question, students activate a microphone on the
desk, transmitting the question to Fresno.
“It’s better than a regular class,” said Schiavo, “because we can
talk to each other, and the professor can't hear us.”

Brian Early

But the talk is all business. “What did she just say?” one asks.

Alisha Parker, Kristina Low and Katie Schiavo look on as a professor

“We answer each other’s questions and help each other.out,’

at CSU Fresno gives her lecture via a television camera.

Low said.
Three other CSU schools - Bakersfield, Stockton and Stanislaus fied School District in Hoopa.
are also taking the same distance learning class.
“We're hard pressed,” she said, “and it’s not just here, it’s nationwide.’
Speech pathologists deal with a host of issues, from hearing to
These services are mandated both by the state and federal government,
speaking problems. Many are in schools working with students with
she said.
challenges like stuttering and lisps. Still others work in hospitals with
An undergraduate degree will not qualify a person to work as speech
stroke and cancer victims.
pathologist in schools, hospitals, or any professional pathology field.
Aimée Langlois is a professor in the child development department
They can only work as assistants. A master’s degree is required and the
and a licensed speech pathologist. She was a professor in speech landistance learning class with CSU Fresno does not offer it.
For those who want a master’s and still live in the area, Langlois
guage program when HSU offered it.
Many speech issues are linked to hearing difficulties, said Langlois.
said that CSU Northridge offers an online master’s program that can
For people with these challenges, speech pathologists help train peobe taken anywhere. “They can do it at home - in their jammies,’ she
for
take
people
most
that
laughed.
ple how to hear differences between sounds
For Schiavo, a job in speech pathology is a rewarding experience.
granted.
lanspeech
bustling
a
had
It's
a job in demand that makes good money and helps others at the
HSU
1992,
From the early 1960's up until
same time.
guage pathology program, offering undergraduate and master’s de“I’m making a difference in people's lives, and I can actually see the
grees.
difference I'm making,” she said.
Students in the program provided hearing screenings to schools
throughout the county.
On campus students ran a clinic, evaluating and treating those with
Brian Early can be reached at ble9@humboldt.edu
speech and hearing issues,
Langlois said. The clinic was
free for students, faculty and
staff, she said.
It was an educational clinic with faculty as supervisers,
graduate students providing
services, and undergraduates
as observing assistants.
With the loss of the program and the clinic, there
aren't many speech pathologists in the area anymore,
Langlois said.
Debra Kingshill is the director of personnel at the
Humboldt County Office of
Education. She said positions
for a speech pathologist can
Jeff Cox
stay open up to a year, like at HSU Is one of four CSU's to offer a major in Speech Language
Pathology through a distance learning program.
Open
nn ee 8 ee
Joint UniKlamath-Trinity
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‘Juices.

of her normal class, only that a camera follows her every move.
When she uses an overhead, the screen switches to the over-
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It's one of the few majors students can receive through distance learning. In a Gist Hall classroom, three students, Kristina
Low, Katie Schiavo and Alisha Parker, sit together taking notes
and asking each other questions.
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After a 13-year hiatus, HSU students can again major in
Speech-Language Pathology - however, the diploma is from

The professor is on television
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Domestic Violence
Month

Awareness
Karla Rivas
Community Editor

Last year alone there were 491 individu-

als, 33 of who were men, whom were victims of domestic violence in Humboldt
County. Out of 452 cases of physical violence, 120 involved children, and 249 were
sheltered, said Sharyne Harper, executive
director of Humboldt Domestic Violence
Different organizations nationwide will
be spreading awareness in their communities throughout the month of October
in honor of Domestic Violence Awareness

month.
The Counseling and Psychological Service Center at the bottom of the Health
center at HSU will table on the Quad next

week and will be passing out purple ribbons and pamphlets for domestic violence

also be a “Siie

i

Witness"

lent

cardboard cut-

out of a real
person

who

in

Hum-

died

quences domestic violence creates said that

they wouldn't have done it if they knew,’
She said that there are multiple issues
that can be the cause of violent behavior.
The problem can be psychological, drugs
and alcohol, economic and social stressers,
mental health or entitlement — “I’m entitled to treating you like this because ... ”
Karen

A.

Jandebeur,

a

California-li-

censed psychotherapist, counsels offenders through Pave, a one-year intervention
program.
“The — corof
ner-stone

“I find domestic violence tragic be:

:

+49

Cause it’s ‘ somethingene that we can easily
‘.

Solve by just not hitting eachother.

Sharyne Harper

ea at a iit

Y

the a
is

out

the

time

process,*

Jandebeur said.
learn

how

to

move

away from the

Executive Dirwector Humboldt Domestic Violence Services

violence, and a quilt that represents healthy

relationships created by Eureka High students and put together by Oceana Madrone.
The quilt is being loaned by the Domestic Violence Prevention program, and will

displayed at the bottom of the Health Center this Friday.
The Women’s Center, located in House

55 on campus, will have an art display in
the library of different people's art that
symbolizes their feelings and expressions.
There will also be speakers from the
Humboldt

Breaking the Cycle is a program that
helps individuals affected by domestic violence. It offers counseling support for same
sex-couples, individuals, men, women,
transgenders and children. Offenders can
also get help, whether it is court-ordered or
voluntary to deal with their anger.
“Assaulters who didn't know the conse-

“Men

from domestic

Communities nationwide
spread awareness by
educating people about the
problem

Coal said.

Services (HDVS).

awareness.
will
There

eae

IT

MM

8

Domestic Violence Services at

the Multicultural Center in the conference
room on Oct.13, at 5 p.m.

On Oct. 27, there will be a film showing
at College of the Redwoods named “Searching for Angela Shelton,’ which is about a
woman who went across the U.S. looking
for women like herself and surveyed them.
She found that 24 out of 40 women have
been raped, beaten or molested.
Aside from all the events that are going to happen throughout the community and at HSU, Carol Coal, licensed social
worker and program director of Breaking
the Cycle, said that if anyone is experiencing physical, verbal or mental abuse, to get
help in order to increase the chances of liv-

ing a better life.

Een.

situation
by
saying, ‘I will
be back in an hour; and when he returns
he has to ask, ‘Is there something that you
wanted to talk about that I have not been
hearing?”
At the moment, she only works with
men because during her 35 years of experience, she found that men are more likely to
engage in ongoing abuse of their partners
than women.
She said 9 out of 10 women

offenders

that she counseled assaulted their partners
out of self-defense.
The Counseling and Psychological Services in the HSU Health Center offers free
individual and group therapy. They have a
variety of groups from coping with depression to relaxation groups. They are open

Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Offenders and more serious long term
issues are referred to the county, which is
the Humboldt Domestic Violence Services
(HDVS).
HDVS is an organization that’s been
around for 25 years and offers counseling
to survivors. They offer an overnight shelter and a 30-day shelter, which has limited
availability.
“I've been there where these girls are,’

said Diana Tinsman, a survivor of domestic violence and a member of HDVS. “It

Karla Rivas

After being battered, a person may not know what else to do but to crouch and
cry in a corner from the shock and sadness.

makes me angry that I can’t change things
and help everyone.’
“I find it tragic domestic violence is
something we can solve easily by just not
hitting each other,’ Harper said. “We need
to try to take care of each other.”
There are 1.5 million women and
835,000 men who are victims of intimate
domestic violence a year, and 60 percent
of child deaths occur during the contact of
partner conflict, according to Humboldt

Domestic Violence services.
For safety reasons program locations
arent given out. For more information
you can call: Breaking the Cycle 442-7806;
Pave Program 822-4744; HSU Counseling and Psychological Services 826-3236;
or Humboldt Domestic Violence Services
444-9255.
Karla Rivas can be reached at

kyr1@humboidt.edu
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Pledge of Allegiance ruled
unconstitutional in CA
Scott Aponte
Staff writer

While growing up, the beginning of the school day meant the
tradition of reciting the Pledge of
Allegiance. Those days may be
numbered.
On

Sept.

District

14,

Court

Lawrence

ship like school prayer, which is
unconstitutional.”
The case stemmed from a suit
brought against the Elk Grove
Unified School district by Michael
Newdow, an atheist, who did not
want his school-aged daughter to
be required to say “under God” in

US

Judge

Karlton

ruled that the Pledge
violates
the
establishment
clause
of
the Constitution and
placed a restraining
order on four Califor-

day. These exercises can be anything ranging from the Pledge
to patriotic songs to reciting ex-

cerpts from the Constitution.
Most schools choose the pledge
because it is mentioned as acceptable in the education code.
Joe Lagreca, a HSU Alumni, said he recited the
pledge every day growing up and cannot remember a time when
anyone had an aversion
to reciting it.

TOFU CHOP
c4Aypuc
Fresh Organic

on
fi
.

Locally Made

Ask for Delicious Tofu Snack Products

at these Campus Outlets .--at HSU

- The Depot
South Campus Marketplace
> Giant's Cupboard
- Jolly Giant Cafeteria

and at CR
* Dining Hall

nia school districts.

“IT think very few
people do [have a problem with the Pledge]
and they are blowing

822-7401

The phrase “under
God” violates a child’s
right to “be free from

the issue way out of pro-

portion,” he said.
William Murray, the

TOFU SHOP SPECIALTY FOODS, INC.

coercive

chairman of the Religious Freedom Coali-

requirement

to affirm God,” Karlton said in his ruling.
“It may be a matter
of establishment, free
exercise or free speech
... Or it may be argued
that feeling compelled
to say something is an
abridgement of one's
freedom not to speak,”
said JeDon

tion,
disagreed with
Karlton’s ruling.
“This is a new ‘right’
out of the mind of a
judge who is out of his
mind,’ Murray said.
Murray’s coalition is
calling for Congress to
pass House

er, a political science professor
who teaches constitutional law at

the Pledge in school.

HSU.

dismissed a previous case brought
by Newdow on the grounds that
he did not have custody of his
daughter.
The
California
education
code requires that all elementary
schools conduct patriotic exercises at the beginning of the school

as it is.

He said the justices will permit the Pledge as a “civil exercise
rather than as a practice of wor-
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Resolution

2389, the Pledge Protec-

Emenhis-

Emenhiser feels the Supreme
Court will probably hear the case,
but will rule in favor of the Pledge

THE

° TOFU

The Supreme Court last year

tion Act.
The Act would restrict courts
from ruling on the constitutional-

ity of the Pledge of Allegiance by
using power to give congress un-

der Article III of the Constitution,
which establishes jurisdiction of
federal courts.
Scott Aponte can be reached at
scottaponte@gmail.com

Bicyclists participate in
‘Critical Mass’
Elise Castle
Staff writer

The Arcata Co-op parking
lot was transformed last Friday
into a convergence of bikes and
their riders as the phenomenon
known as “Critical Mass,’ descended upon the public.
For many riders it would be
their first Critical Mass participation, with bikes and riders of
all various shapes, ages and sizes.
Sienna, a 12-year-old Arcata
resident, attended the ride with
her mother and younger brothers.
. “My bike is only an hour old,”
she said, proudly displaying her

brand-new Specialized mountain

bike. “My kids have been telling
me about it (Critical Mass)
week,” said her mother.

all

ed to collect enough bicyclists to
effectively slow down busy city

Critical

PO

Box

858

Eureka

seeBIKERS,
pg. 11

95502 | (707)
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in

1992, following a series
of auto/bike
accidents in
which riders
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Old Town Kayak
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were injured
or killed.
Intended
as a memorial to fellow
bikers, Critical Mass
attempt-
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HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING

Humboldt State University

SZECHUAN

BVEGE

12-061 Weekend Check-in, Karshner Lounge

2:30PM

Club Spirit Fair and Free Concert, University Center Quad

2:00

3-45 us Tour, Meet in the lobby of Student Businesses Services Buj
Housing

Tours, Meet at the library steps

4:30PM-5:30PM

6:00PM-8:00PM
Opening

Reception, Karshner Lounge

Invite a Student to Dinner, Area Restaurant

8:00PM

Fine Chinese Cuisine on

761 8th St.

your take-out or dine-in order!
the Plaza...

HORAN

~

On the Arcata Plaza

Call for to-go orders

PLAZA

or reservations

822-6105
*does not include gratuity. One coupon per visit please.

SF

CenterArts presents Peter Rowen and Tony Rice, progressive and tradtf
with new experimental acoustic and folk sounds. Family weekend participa
chase discounted tickets at the HSU Bookstore Ticket Office.

10% off*

aT

—_—

MENU

JO} UOGNOD

1.008 Tours, Meet at the library steps

jPOO} BSOULY)

| Guests Visit Classes With Students

TARIAN

[VINO

YUNOdSiLC

§ Bookstore Hours: 7:45 am — 5:30 pm

* MANDARIN ¢ DIM-SUM

Benefit Breakfast for Toys for Tots, sponsored by the Industrial Tech and Child Development Departments, Jenkins Hall

9:00AM-10:00AM

SK Campus Crawl

All proceeds support the HSU Cross Country/Track Tea:

10:00AM-1:00PM

Farmers Market, Arcata Plaza, Arcata
The Farmers Market on the Arcata Plaza features locally grown prq
ers, music and more. The Arcata Plaza is just a short walk from ce

> ASIA MARKET
tb
ey ANC BOARD COfmEEE

9:00AM-5:00PM

Paddlefest, Halverson Park, Eureka

12:00PM
145
Housing

us Tour, Meet in the lobby of Student Businesses Services

Pi 5:30PM

Tours, Meet at the library steps

Lumberjack Barbecue, The Recreation Center by the Redwood Bowl, north sid
ing lot. Shuttles will begin at 3:30 from the SBS parking lot (west gym if rain).
Show your Lumberjack Pride! Join us for food and a spirit march to the Homecoming

Game in Redwood Bowl.

5:00PM

Student and Family Spirit Competition, Redwood Bowl

‘00PM

Homecoming Football Game, HSU vs. Western Oregon Redwood Bowl
Come dressed for the Homecoming football game in your best Lumberjack style!
Women’s Volleyball Game, HSU vs. Western Washington

East Gym

8:00PM
|

HSU Symphonic Band and Jazz Orchestra, Fulkerson Recital Hall
$6 general, $2 seniors or students, Free for HSU students

8:00AM-1:00PM

Sunday

|

October

9, 2005

Brunch in the “J”, 3rd Floor Jolly Giant Commons

10:00AM-2:00PM

Paddlefest, Halverson Park, Eareka

i) 10:30AM-11:30AM

Parent Network Meeting, 3rd Floor Jolly Giant Commons in the “J Aquarium”
This is a great chance to network with other parents. Bring all your ideas on how we can
better support Humboldt families.

Providing the BEST selection of Asian
products, ingredients and imports.
Featuring items from Korea, China, Japan,

Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, the Philippines
and many more countries.
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Spay and neuter

Friends For Life cuts
prices ... among
other things

a

pets at a discount
Janel Thysen
Staff writer
Spaying or neutering your pet is one the

most important things you can do if you
are an animal lover.
There are many organizations that offer help with this pet owner's responsibility. The Sequoia Humane Society is offering

a new voucher for low-income individuals
that will allow you to get a cat altered for $5
and a dog altered for $15.
Cynthia Mac Millian, Executive Director of the Sequoia Humane Society, said,
“The primary reason why people don't spay
or neuter their animal is because they don't
think they can afford it. So the Sequoia Humane Society is trying to make it really affordable so there is no reason to not get
your animal spayed or neutered.’
Micha Hinkel, owner of four cats, said
he at first just had one indoor cat, but she
escaped outside and didn't return home for
a couple days. He didn't know it at first, but
she had gone and gotten pregnant. Before
he knew it his own cat had multiplied.
“I really wish I had gotten her spayed,
but I didn't think I could afford it. I didn't

“The primary reason so many dogs and
know about any low income programs
cats
are homeless is that there are too many
available at the time,” he said.
animals and not enough homes. We can
Mac Millian said the Sequoia Hospital
is flexible and always open to negotiation. — help solve that problem by reducing the
number of animals being born through
They are so dedicated to the cause that they
have even been known to waive the entire
fee in some cases.
“Our goal is to get every animal spayed
or neutered,” said Millian.
The discount voucher can be used for up F
to five animals per household per year, but
most importantly, the hospital is willing to f
negotiate if more assistance is needed.
The spay and neuter program has gone
through several changes over the years to
make it easier on pet owners. The hospital
has established relations with certain veterinarians who have agreed to charge a rea- |:
sonable set price.
When you receive the voucher, the hospital gives you a list of the veterinarians that
have volunteered to charge the set price.

spaying and neutering your pet,’ said Millian.
Janel Thyson can be reached at
jet25@humbolidt.edu

The Sequoia Humane Society is not sup-

ported by government funds and receives

all their money from donations and grants.
One was the Bob Barker grant, which
allowed them to offer a voucher this sum-

mer that made spaying and neutering frée
for all dogs over 40 pounds.

The Sequoia Human Society took in this cat and her kittens. All are now fixed and

the kittens have found new homes. The mom is still waiting for adoption.

BIKERS: Riders slow traffic down
continued from pg. 9
traffic and call attention to the rights of
riders.
A handful of bikers had since turned
into a synchronized event in which thousands of bicyclists take over the streets in
cities and towns across the nation and
globally, from bike messengers in Seattle to
road cyclists in Italy.

According to “Thistle,” a local bicycle
commuter and activist, The Republican
National Convention in New York City in
2004, for instance, spawned a Critical Mass
involving almost 8,000 riders.
Following in spirit of previous Critical
Masses, the Arcata ride was announced
by word-of-mouth and flyers provided by

i

ai
7

ing gas prices and championing clean air,
and others just happened to find themselves with a bike at the right place and the
right time.
Traffic laws were followed, and the event
ran smoothly. Pedestrians and motorists
alike cheered on the riders. The next Critical Mass will be a Halloween event, held on
the last Friday of the month. For more information about Critical Mass, visit www.
critical-mass.org or www.critical-mass.
info.

Thistle and her friends.
Critical Mass is an event, not an organization, and no permits or licenses are required. The Arcata ride circled the Plaza a
couple of times and headed up G Street,
where it grew in number from joining bicyclists and turned towards the HSU campus.
The riders rallied at the quad and headed back into the town aquare after riding
on the freeway for a short interval, pleased
= with themselves for causing traffic to slow
down.
As many as 60 bikers participated in the
ride, which eventually ended up at the intersection of Giuntoli Lane and
James Road, where
40 riders were followed by 20 cars.
Most of the vehicles following the
riders followed patiently, with only
a few road-ragers
swerving
around
the riders, who
were occupying the

Elise Castle can be reached at

emc34@humboidt.edu

entire right lane of
Elise Castle

Bikers rally in the Arcata Co-op parking lot for Critical Mass.

traffic.
Some

bicyclists

“pedaled for peace,”

some were protest-

On

Tne

Plaza,Arcata

822-0321

In their honor
HSU men’s rugby team recognized for its accomplishments last season
Michael Peters
Staff writer

To the tunes of the Rolling
Stones played by the HSU marching band, two squads of friends
and former teammates continued
to bash each other.
The fight continued until the
expected victory of the alumni
had been finalized with a score of
27 to 7.

This was the scene Oct. 1 as
the Associated Students officially
recognized the 2004-2005 men's
rugby team for their accomplishments last season at the annual
alumni game in Manila.
The 2004-2005 men's rugby
team finished the season with a
perfect 7-0 record, outscoring
their opponents 316-54.
The squad was the first HSU
rugby team to advance to the final four or national title game
in school history since the team
formed in 1973.

The team finished the year
with a narrow loss in the National Championship game, giving
them their current rank as second in the nation.
The alumni matchup marked
the first and most prominent
fundraiser of the year, selling
merchandise and holding a drawing, while the current men’s and
women’s rugby teams mauled
with the “old growth” alumni veterans.
“The alumni matchup is important to the current team to get
an idea of where we're at physically against a much more experienced team,” said Nick Cadet,
team captain. “Its also a good opportunity for the alumni to interact with the Humboldt Rugby
community in a positive environ-

ment.”
The men’s game began with a
new tradition for the club team
see RUGBY, pg. 13

Elise Castle

Rugby team alumni and current members engage in a “scrum down” during their matchup Oct. 1
in Manila. The alumni team was victorious, defeating the current team 27-7.

Overcoming the shadow

A league of their own

Two key HSU football players attempt to replace former stars

Men’s basketball to play in new conference next season

courtesy of Sports Information

Wide receiver Darren Ross
Geneveive Melzer
Staff writer

The HSU

football team hasn't had a

winning season since 1997, but this year it

looks as though it might.
Every year sports teams change, players graduate and players try out. Each season a team is completely different. Gradually HSU has been building its football

program.
Last year the team gave up 28 sacks and

this year they have only given up five.. The
program

is improving every year since

Ray Aspuria

Quarterback Blake Moorman

2000. In 2003 the team was 4-7 and last
year they were 5-5. This year they are 3-2.
The team lost to Azusa Pacific by only
one point on Sept. 24 and five points against
Western Washington over the weekend.
This year, some players are filling some
positions that were left questionable by
graduated players. The starting quarterback this year is junior Blake Moorman,
who transferred here last year from San
Diego Mesa Junior College. He started
playing football his freshman year of high

see REPLACEMENTS, pg. 13

Cerena Johnson

Men’s basketball fans will see less of Seattle and more local teams next year.

Josh Tobin
Special to The Lumberjack

Starting in the 2005-06 season, the HSU
men's basketball team will compete in an
entirely new league, the California Collegiate Athletic Association (CCAA), con-

sidered to be one of the strongest National
Collegiate Athletics Association Division
II conferences in the nation.

said. “We're a CSU school, so now we get
to play with schools [in California].”
The

Jacks’

current

conference,

the

Great Northwest Athletic Conference, features

teams

from

Washington,

Oregon,

and Alaska. HSU is the only school from
_California in the conference.
Wood is excited for his players to be

able to compete against schools in the state.

Tom Wood, coach of the men’s basket-

“Most of our players are from California.

ball team, is excited about the change. But
he sees both the positive and negative.
“The majority of things are positive,’ he

we'll be able to have our players compete

It's an advantage for them,’ he said. “Now
see MEN,
pg. 14
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from 3 to 4 p.m. every day.
Moorman

said the perfor-

mances of both he and Ross are
definitely affecting this season.
“The first game I played well

but struggled during the next

then the last couple of years,
White said. He said the defensive is doing very good but the
offensive still needs work. This.

healthy season, and wants to
“get better and help the team.”

could be because Darren Ross
has been injured.
In the season opener Ross

Genevieve Meizer can be
reachedat

Ross is hoping for a strong

brendawaish90@hotmall.com

Wildwood
Music }

instruments...electronics...books...drums...accessories

RUGBY:

New coach and different aperoncs this year

continued from pg. 12

1027 | St. Arcata, CA, 822-6264
Mon-Sat:10:20-5:20 Sunday: 12-4

Taqueria|
G6 F Street, Suite D,

95521

Elise Castle

Monday - Saturday
9 AM - 9PM

Members of both the men’s and women’s alumni and current rugby teams form a circle during the
event in Manila.

known as a “haka.”
The haka is a version of a Maori chant used to threaten and scare
other tribes before spilling their
blood in war.
With the team's frightening
voice echoing through the field,
the club team began the match
against the more experienced
alumni squad.
It was in the second half, with
the score at 17-7 in the alumni’s
favor that first blood was spilled.
Tomate “Junior” Alofaituli was

Coach Jude Temple will be re-

placing former coach Mike Davis this year since Davis resigned
from his duties at the end of last
season.

“We know what role we

play and the work that
needs to be put into becoming the best. If we
work hard, we will win.”

charging toward the alumni’s try
zone when he collided into the
opposition, causing a gash behind
his right ear. Play was stopped
for

a moment

as Junior and an

alumni were helped off the field.

Junior immediately went to the
hospital for stitches and a slight
concussion.
The team will be rucking and
mauling over opponents with a
new coach this year.

Ken Hurd Ill
men’s rugby player

Temple is taking a slightly different approach than former coach
Davis, incorporating a skills-oriented practice learned overseas in
addition to the low contact scrimmages that the team was solely
preparing with last season.
“Im teaching them a more
modern game of rugby,’ Temple
said. “A style beyond standard
American rugby that they are
used to.”
Men’s rugby club members are
excited by the prospect of winning the national title this year.
“The experience level of our players make us hard to beat,’ said Ken

Family Atmosphere
Dine (n or Carry Out
Breakfast Menu
Chile Refleno
made fresh daily
authentic menudo

686 F Street (by Safeway)
826-2572
www.ricostacostaqueria.com

Hurd III, hooker for the ‘Jacks.

Temple, an HSU graduate
internationally experienced
ger, was the assistant coach
the spring semester.
“We lost a few players this
but we have a dynamic play

and
rugover

Your ad can be here.
Call our ad office at (707) 826-3259
or write to Iinpads@humboldt.edu

year,
style

and enough talent to go all the
way,’ he said.

“We know what role we play and
the work that needs to be put into
becoming the best. If we work
hard, we will win”

Michael Peters can be reached
at sublime72@hotmail.com
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ference win and it’s just
ie aa sgl during Le? game-by-game for
us.”
vi

: Siiion ‘oa
(168 waistion tb wall Goth
the team’s matciup against Central Washington.
Katie Coppoletta scored one

win and it's just game-by-game

goal and assisted the other as

for us,” Head Coach Andy Cum-

the HSU women’s soccer team
earned its first Great Northwest
Athletic Conference (GNAC)
win of the season, a 2-1 decision

bo said. “We are trying to get
back to .500”
HSU’s goals came less than
two minutes apart, midway

against Central Washington.

through the first half as fresh-

The ‘Jacks improve to 5-7
overall and 1-3 in the GNAC
while the Central Washington

man Alissa McChesney came off
the bench to put the home team
on the board.
Coppoletta played a ball back

Wildcats fallto 5-7 overall and

to McChensey who Sent a long,

2-2 in conference play.

lofting shot into the far right

“This was our first conference

Andy Cumbo
Women’s Soccer Head Coach

tion by the Jacks.
Katie Drollinger collected a
ball in front of HSU’s goal and
slotted it past keeper Staci Self.
Lindsay Mitchell and Lynde
Clarke earned assists on the goal.
The second half was uneventful for both teams as neither was
able to find the back of the net
again.

Katie Coppoletta (9) attempts to steal the ball away from a

Central Washington player.
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Chlamydia attacks Humboldt
With the fifth highest rate of infection in California, residents
are just lucky testing no longer means Q-tip invasions
Kendra McQueen
Staff writer

s

Chlamydia is one of the most common
sexually transmitted diseases in the country, and Humboldt County has the fifth
highest rate of infection in California. In
response to a local history of chlamydia
epidemics, Six Rivers Planned Parenthood
of Eureka is offering free, on-campus urine
testing for students at HSU.
While the infamous symptoms of irregular discharge, bleeding and painful
urination certainly do their best to draw
attention to the malfunction of your everso-treasured sex organs, many of you will
not be presented with such luxuries. In

‘Infection of the cervix can.
spread to the rectum.

fact, 75 percent of women and 50 percent

lopian tubes, uterus, and

tween

«Untreated infections can
spread into the uterus or

fallopian tubes & cause
pelvic inflammatory disease. PID can cause

may result in a potentially
fatal ectopic pregnancy.

« Women infected are five

times mores likely to be-

come infected with HIV, if

exposed.

are carrying it, social stigmas cause many

“I never realized how common

chla-

mydia is, and now I understand how easily it can be passed around,” she said. “I
found it easier to talk about once I stopped
thinking that I was one of few that had
been tainted for life.”
Recognizing the need for open discussion about sexually transmitted infections,
Six Rivers Planned Parenthood in Eureka
has developed an outreach program designed to educate the community on the
prevalence of Chlamydia and to make testing easy and accessible for young people.
Through a federally funded program
called the Youth Health Initiative Project,
Six Rivers Planned Parenthood will make
weekly appearances at the Health Center

and The “J” at HSU. A number of services
will be offered to students under the age
_f 24. In addition to testing for chlamydfh
sig ‘hy

wtPHT
wey:
P

han,a

‘ ages

per-

manent damage to the fal-

of men who have contracted chlamydia
will not feel anything at all.
While chlamydia can easily be treated
with a prescription antibiotic, many men
and women completely avoid any kind of
testing for the infection. Beyond the fact
that the asymptomatic nature of chlamydia
is leaving many people unaware that they
to avoid discussion of STD's altogether.
“IT actually felt really ashamed when
I found out, like I had been completely
reckless with my body and I would pay for
it for the rest of my life,” said one anonymous student who contracted chlamydia
last year.
The HSU senior was one of the few
to experience symptoms, after which she
sought help and received a single-dose,
liquid treatment to kill the bacteria. Following the diagnosis, she began to educate herself about the disease, making up
for what she felt was a lack of discussion
about STD’s among her friends and with
her partners.

menstrual periods.

Kendra

ia, the project will offer birth control options, emergency contraception, pregnan-

cy testing and counseling, and HIV testing
(now they can test your spit instead of
your blood).
Every year, more than 1 million women
experience incidents of pelvic inflammatory disease (PID), often a consequence of
an untreated or inadequately treated case
of a sexually transmitted disease such as
chlamydia. Within the same year, 500,000
men will develop epididymis, the testicular tube’s version of PID. Both of these
conditions can eventually cause infertility
or sterility.
Because the vagina is physiologically
more vulnerable to infection than the penis, and symptoms are more likely to arise
in females, a larger opportunity exists to
reach infected women of all ages. Cases of
chlamydia in males are at a greater risk of
remaining undiscovered.
For the same physiological reasons,
men can reduce the possibility of catching the infection as soon as they come into

contact with it. “It multiplies and grows in
the urethral tube,” said Outreach Program

McQueen

Coordinator Sallie McComas. “It’s been
recently said that if men urinate after sex
they can decrease their chance of getting
chlamydia, because it may flush out.”
Through the implementation of former outreach efforts in cooperation with
programs like The Raven Project, Planned
Parenthood staff members have discovered that there is a growing awareness of
chlamydia among men.
“We're seeing a lot of men compared
to what we see in the clinic,” said Debbe
Hartridge of Planned Parenthood, “Men
are less likely to come in for testing, but if
you're out there where they are it becomes
easier.”
One misconception about sexually
transmitted disease testing among men is
that the doctor must insert a “swab”, basically a large Q-tip, into the penis in order
to gain a testable sample.
“It is a possible way to test, but most
places now do urine testing,” said McComas “It is an older method, so the swab

should not be a reason to avoid getting
tested.’
:
If there is any truth in the notion that we

|

* Complications among
men are rare. Infection
sometimes spreads to the
epididymis (a tube that

carries ie

the tes-

fear. what we don’t understand, and avoid
what we fear, a direct solution to a possible
chlamydia epidemic in Humboldt County is education through open discussion
based on accurate information.
By sharing information about chlamydia and its effects on personal and public health, Six Rivers Planned Parenthood
aspires to equip local youth with the understanding needed to make responsible
decisions about seeking testing, treatment,
and safer sex practices.

Kendra McQueen can be reached at

kendra7007@yahoo.com
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The local pulp mill provides
The only chlorine-free mill in the country makes pulp that

isn’t white enough for most buyers
Jenny Henrikson

Tun

Features Editor

After three different failed
ownerships, the newly named
Evergreen Pulp Mill’s future
finally looks secure, solidifying its place in the local landscape.
Rod Ledbetter, the sales/
technical manager at the mill
has worked there for the past
27 years. He said the Hong
Kong based owners, Lee &
Mann Paper Manufacturer,
who bought the mill in December, have the financial
wherewithal to keep the mill

Ledbetter

«fora

lot less than dorms

» Pay as little as $345 per
month including utilities
» Get free internet access &

use our computer lab
Kendra McQueen

the Evergreen Pulp Mill, located in Samoa, is surrounded by a lot

» Stay close to HSU, the

of controversy, but it may not be all that bad.

work for an overseas company. “It brings the fact that we are one world back to
the forefront of my mind. I interact with them on a
daily basis and they are great people to deal with,”
he said.
Ledbetter also said the new owners are bending
over backward to make sure they comply with environmental standards. “I know we're [the mill] hav-

ing issues in the public, but I truly believe the mill
is striving to make the majority happy. I don’t know
if we will ever be able to please everybody,’ he said,
adding that Lee & Mann are even looking toward
being compliant for future laws.
Conversely, Ledbetter said in 1994, long before the new owners, a vital move toward reducing
the mill’s threat to public safety was made when it
switched to producing only Totally Chlorine Free
Pulp (TCF). “The switch to oxygen-based bleaching
means there aren't any toxic compounds released by
the mill,’ he said. Chlorine was previously used because it is an inexpensive bleach.
Dr. Richard Paselk, chair of the HSU chemistry department, said that when the mill does bleach
pulp they do Hydrogen Peroxide bleaching, which
does not cause the same risks as chlorine. “In the

old days the mill used to keep 20,000 pound tanks
of liquid chlorine in the bay. If they broke, enough
gas would have been released to poison a large portion of the city of Eureka,” he said.
“Now because of TCE, there is no production
of dioxins from the mill,’ Ledbetter said. He added
that his personal feeling is that the mill is not a major threat to the community. “I am more concerned

about automobiles, both diesel and gas, and emissions from other manufactures such as the power
plant. It is close to the pulp mill and emits darker
smoke that does not dissipate as fast as the mostly
steam emissions from the pulp mills smokestack,’
he said.
Paselk thinks people often mistake the dark
smoke and the bad smells in Eureka to be coming
from the pulp mill when it is not. “Sometimes a little bit of sulfur smell comes from the mill, but usually the smells come from the bay and the sewage
plant,” said Paselk. He added that any time plant
products are burned toxins are released. “The pulp
mill emits fewer toxins per pound of stuff than cigarette smoke, barbeques, and forest fires, because
of federal and state mandated filters.” Still, huge industries that produce pollutants are best kept with-

in California,
he said. “California has among the
we
strictest regulations in the world”
Even though California has strict environmental regulations for manufacturers, buyers don’t carry the same concerns, Ledbetter said. “TCF pulp is
more expensive because the oxygen bleaching process is more expensive and the US market is not
willing to pay for it, plus the pulp is not as white
and thus, less desirable,’ he said. The mill mostly
sends pulp to Germany, some Midwest states, and
the Toronto and Montreal areas in Canada.

Plaza and on the bus line

WI-Fi New Available |
455 Union Street

822-1909

Dr. Steven Hackett, chair of the HSU economics

department, said that the pulp mill is one of the few
places left in the county that offers relatively good
paying blue collar jobs with benefits. Plus, by selling
products outside of the community the pulp mill is
an exemplar of types of businesses the county desires to have in Humboldt. “The economics of industrial facilities like the pulp mill extend beyond
the jobs and income generated by the firm itself. For
example, these dollars that are injected into the local economy when mill workers spend their pay are
spent and re-spent at grocery stores, restaurants,
and other local businesses,” Hackett said.
The manager of the Samoa Cookhouse, Jeff Brustman, said the mill definitely helps his business. “We
get a lot of guys who come in from the pulp mill
and it would hurt our business if it closed,” he said,
adding that the Cookhouse started out as a place to
feed mill workers and a lot of the mill’s employees
come to reminisce.

Hackett said the county also has to take into account quality of life, because it is very important

to the people of Humboldt County. “The potential
harms caused by pollution emissions represent eco-

nomic costs borne by local people and the environment. As with many things in life, there are tradeoffs,’ he said, adding that difficulties arise because
environmental and industrial advocates may see
themselves as having little in common. “In general,
I think the county has done a reasonably good job
balancing these different values,’ Hackett said.
Paselk also said he is well informed about toxicology and does not think the mill is totally harmless, but that virtually nothing in life is. “None of us
are going to get out of this [life] alive,” he said.

Jenny Henrikson canbe reachedat
jah80@humboldt.edu
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A beguiling web of
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The original potion
for love everlasting.
Based on a centuriesold formula from the
archives of CaswellMassey, America’s
oldest perfumers.
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Massage Oil |
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66What annoys you most about your
roommate(s)?

le

Tracy Bertovich

sets stage for
new community

Junior
Microbiology

theater
“When they always want to do what you want to do and they're
always in your business.”

Emil Rodriguez
Staff writer

Hilary Mosher was once giving acting lessons to the children.
of Robert De Niro, James Brolin

and Sylvester Stallone while living in the L.A. area. She now lives

Royce Hurd

in Humboldt and is busy putting

Sophomore
Computer Science

the final touches on the newly
formed McKinleyville Community Theatre, which opens in early

November with the play “Graceland.”
More than 30 people are part
of the production company, which

‘
é
m

%

they refer to affectionately as McTheatre. Work on the project only
began about a year ago, but in
that short time it has already de-

Kira Rubenthaler

veloped a rich history with the
community. Mosher, who recently moved to Humboldt, has been

Kari Hourany (left) and Dixie Garrett (right) pose in front of the
Dows Prairie Grange in McKinleyville, where they will perform in
n@ of the two one-act plays put on by McTheatre in November.

Junior

one of the primary actresses in

cently came from the Ink People _ theater. “People who live in Trini-

Film

this story. The lack of theater opportunities around McKinleyville
and the cliquish nature of the
other local production companies inspired her to start her own,
Mosher said.
So with the help of some
friends and locals, Mc Theatre was

in Eureka, an organization dedicated to promoting local arts in
all of its forms.
McTheatre has also turned to

dad for example, who might not

HSU for similar agreements. For

McTheatre is still looking for

example, the university’s theatre department donated reject-

more directors, actors, and other
key figures, but already have a di-

ed stage platforms to Mosher to

verse group of members ranging

be renovated.

created. In the past year they have

The Grange

was

get

involved

[in

theater],

will

have a place that is much closer
to them.”

faced a variety of obstacles deal-

then rented out by HSU to use for

from people just starting their careers, to established profession-

ing with money and venues.

a graduation party. Mosher also

al actors. Keeping the communi-

Due

to limited

resources,

it

was pretty clear from the start
that McTheatre would have to be
a group effort. “We're not aspiring to be a top-notch professional theater company, we're aspiring
to be a top-notch community ser-

hosting workshops about directing, since she feels people tend to
be intimidated by that role.

as Boy Scouts, Brownies, and the

Mosher hopes these sorts of
relationships can continue well
into the future. She said the community aspect is just one of the

Enter the Dows PrairieGrange,
which was dilapidated and close

to being shut down by the state.

with the grassroots approach to

Mosher and the management
of Dows Prairie Grange agreed
to help each other, with Mosher
committing to renovate the place
while they in turn sponsored McTheatre by paying for half of their
rental fees. More sponsorship re-

community theater. The public
shouldn't have problems supporting another theatre with such a
special mission in mind, she said.
In addition, she believes its location is a great benefit because it
will get more people involved in

Their options were limited,
however. Azalea Hall, McKinleyville’s main community center,
was one of their early choices for
venues, but it ended up being too
expensive.

TV

VASA,

WON

we: &

“I don't have an annoying one, but I did. They lied ... a lot ...
about the most inconsequential stuff.”

Jen Gordon

hopes to use HSU students in Mc- __ ty in mind, Mosher also plans on

Theatre's productions.
The renovated Grange is also
being used by other groups such
Veterans of Foreign Wars. The Boy
Scouts recently re-upholstered all
of the seats in the building.
Despite all of this, the fact remains that the Humboldt area has
six established production companies scattered among Eureka,
Ferndale, and Fortuna. Can it
support another one? Bernadette
Cheyne, a theater, film and dance
professor at HSU, is impressed

vice,” Mosher said.

Halley Sanders

ways that they will differentiate
themselves from other local the-

Senior
Art history/Studio art

“That they're all brothers and they fight all the time like little
fucking children”.

ater groups.

Emil Rodriguez can be reached
at elr17@humboldt.edu
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Historic court case visits HSU

(RSA)

L.A. Theatre Works to perform The Great Tennessee Monkey Trial
Jessica Cejnar
Science Editor
It’s a hot steamy day in July.
The ceiling fans above your head
provide no relief. In front, the
judge wipes a handkerchief across
his brow, while the counsel for the
defense cross-examines his witness. On the witness stand is the
great orator and former Secretary
of State William Jennings Bryan.
Questioning him is famous defense attorney Clarence Darrow.
Snatches of their debate reach
your ears:
Darrow: Do you know anything about how many people
there were in Egypt 3,500 years
ago, or how many people there
were in China 5,000 years ago?
Bryan: No.

Darrow: Have you ever tried
to find out?
Bryan: No, sir. You are the first

up and coming
legastores.

al aa neta

PLEASURE

Cc

ales

17316 ST SUITED
ARCATA
ec
eT AT
LAVAS PAUL

HSU Spirit
Competition

Of

man I ever heard of who has been
interested in it.
Darrow: Mr. Bryan, am I the
first man you ever heard of who
has been interested in the age of
human societies and primitive
man?
Bryan: You are the first man I
ever heard speak of the number of
people at those different periods.
Darrow: Where have you lived
all your life?
Bryan: Not near you.
Darrow: Nor near anybody of
learning?
Bryan: Oh, don't assume you
know it all.
Bryan and Darrow will come

to life and do battle in the courtroom once again. Be transported
80 years back in time to the tiny
town of Dayton, Tenn., the stage
for one of the most influential
court cases of the Twentieth century, a case that examined an issue that is as relevant today as it
was in 1925.

Family Members
At the

Lumberjack
BBQ behind
Student Rec
Center

Saturday,
October 8th

|

beginningat
5 PM
~ participants

meet at 5:45PM
Prizes

from the HSU Bookstore

(universities

included)

to teach

“any theory that denies the Divine Creation of man as taught
in the Bible, and to teach instead
that man descended from a lower
order of animals.”
John T. Scopes volunteered to
be the defendant. Bryan argued

the case for the prosecution and

Darrow for the defense. The trial
climaxed in Darrow’s cross-examination of Bryan. At the end
of the case, though the ruling was
reversed a year later by the Tennessee

Supreme

Court,

Scopes

was fined $100.
In reaction to the current debate between evolution and intelligent design in public schools,
L.A. Theater Works is bringing
a reenactment of the Tennessee Monkey Trial to the Van Duzer Theatre on Oct. 11 and 12 at
8 p.m. As of press time, the production is tentatively starring Ed-

According to the University
of Missouri's School of Law, the
Monkey Trial was a test case of
an anti-evolution statute that was

ward Asner, John de Lancie and

passed in Tennessee in March of

Jessica Cejnar can be reached
at redwoodsrock@msn.com

1925. The statute stated that it

Alley Mills. Tickets are $55 for
general and $35 for students.

cd review

Kush and Wong did it all wrong
lude where the listener is supposedly hearing someone having sex.

Brandie Glass
Campus Editor

For Students and

was against the law for a teacher
in any school funded by the state

Good beats, great lyrics and
a rh
c flow is something to
look for when deciding which
hip-hop compact disc to buy. Too
bad that Kush and Wong’s latest
release “MIC EUGENICS”

lacks

two of the three above characteristics.

This CD has no flow to it, often trying to add too many words
into a line, making it sound awkward and clumsy. Lyrics such as
“hey one, two...three four five,
you can catch me with a fork eating pork and chives” sound really
.. juvenile.
The lack of decent lyrics
makes one wonder who wrote

these rhymes. Was it someone
who tried to start a new career at
the last minute and decided on
lyric writing or perhaps it was all
improv? Either way would make
complete sense.
Some of the things that are

The song is about getting a woman to have sex with him because
he’s in a drought or something
.. it's kind of hard to understand
because the words tend to run together.
All I know is that it was very
offensive to someone who just
wanted to listen to some cool hiphop. Granted, there is a parental
advisory notice for explicit content, but there is no reason why
this CD has to be so harsh. There
is enough of this kind of music on
the charts right now.
There are many bad things
about this CD, but the beats that
accompany the songs are OK.
They make you want to dance

along with the song. The listener may not like anything else.that
is associated with this album, but
the energy and time that was put

into it sounded genuine. It’s just

done on the album are unneces-

too bad that the energy and time
didn’t completely pay off.

sary. At the end of the song “Out

Brandie Glass can be reached at

your mouth,” there is a sex inter-

bdg12@humboldt.edu
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Kareoke with Johnny Deez

DLUE

Thursday 9 pm
Country Music

CAZINO
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Hip Hop Mix
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of a 70 foot Fin whale that washed ashore last Thursday.
A tractor from the National Park Service attempts to ripp the lower jaw off

Luc Cebulski
Forum Editor

“My shoes are full of whale juice!”

That's what Kim

Stanton, a zoology/marine biology major, was contend-

ing with early Monday morning. And that was only one

of the obstacles that she and the other members of the

Marine

Mammals

Education

and

Research

Program

(MMERP) had to overcome in their attempt to re-

trieve the skull of a 50-plus ton fin whale beached
near Freshwater Lagoon.
The sheer enormity of the carcass was the
main

obstacle. The whale washed

ashore

Thursday, dwarfed students and professors
as they climbed on its back with what can

only be described as spears with machetes
attached to the end. Their goal: to chop
through layers of blubber and muscle
and collect the skull for HSU’s Vertebrate Museum. Messy business, but an
amazing opportunity for students and
faculty alike to study a whale
relatively rare to the North

veys for 10 years and it’s the first time I’ve seen one,’ said
Dawn Goley, head of MMERP and professor of biology
at HSU. Goley, who has helped to collect the skulls of five
Beaked whales, three Gray whales, a Sperm whale and
a Humpback whale for the Vertebrate Museum, was impressed by the size of this latest specimen.

“This is the biggest one
we've ever done,” she said.
~~
So big in fact that the
Park Service's
National
John Deere 544G TC
Wheel loader (big ol
Oe 4
bulldozer type thing)
Mm.
barely
could
4,

\
>

=

a,

}

Tara Apperson

budge the whale’s head.
But size isn’t all this fin whale carcass has to offer. Students involved with MMERP were able to gain first hand
experience in their field.
“We actually get to see how the skulls get into our zoology collection,’ said zoology/marine biology major,
Nicole Hageman. “I’ve never seen anything like this before.”
Goley said this whale gives students a chance to see
the internals of a very large mammal as opposed to the
squirrels that they have easier access to.

-

see WHALE, next page

i

o‘

Coast.

“We've been
doing marine
mammal
sur-

before it
Members of MMERP, HSU students and faculty hack away at a fin whale that washed ashore near Freshwater Lagoon last week. The whale had already died

came ashore. Fin whales are the second largest animals in the world.
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fen the find Goley

said that the discovery will ben-

efit a wider science community. “This (Fin whale) serves:
the world” she said.

;

;

Fin whales are second cay

to blue whales in size, making

them the second largest animal
on earth. The animal found near

‘

_

Freshwater Lagoon was measured at more than 70 feet. The
skull alone was measured at 18
feet.
The cause of death is hard to
determine without further study,
but Goley said judging by the
thinness of its blubber layer, the
whale was most likely sick for
some time and not eating well.
The only natural predator
of the

Fin whale is the killer whale but
ocean liners often kill whales of
all kinds. Since this whale was
found all in piece, Goley ruled
out both possibilities.
Once the whale’s skull is fully recovered, it will be buried for
‘up to two years so that the flesh
can decompose naturally.
As of press time MMERP, with
help from the National Park Service, were only able to collect the
lower jaw of the whale, but plans
have been made to return to the
beach on Wednesday to retrieve
the rest of the skull.
“The goal would be to get the
whole skeleton. That'd be great,”
Goley said. “But we'll be happy
with the skull.”

Courtesy of www.delta.dfg.ca.gov

Mountain lion hunt
Last Thursday a South Dakota court failed to stop the hunting of
the Black Hills mountain lion population after a group of scientists
testified that this year's hunt could mean extinction for that area’s
lions. The judge in the court case said if the hunt was a problem it
could be fixed next year. This hunt was not meant to decrease the
number of mountain lion conflicts but to “provide a recreational
opportunity.” President for the Mountain Lion Foundation Lynn
Saddler, the plaintiff in this case, said South Dakota isn’t the only
state to jeopardize their mountain lion population for recreation.
“We have drive America’s lions to extinction in 35 states,” she said,
“and even now not one state can demonstrate that it is managing
for the sustainability of the lions that remain.

Luc Cebulski can be reached at
locebulski@hotmail.com

Global warming

Tara Apperson

Above: It was a sight to see HSU Assistant
Biology Professor Dawn Goley (left) cut
through the whale for hours with her 3-year-old
daughter Naddie, strapped to her back. Kim
Stanton (right) a junior zoology and marine
biology major had her first skull extracting
experience with Goley’s help.

Below: Chris Callahan (front left), an HSU
graduate student, Greg Frankfurter (rear left)
a MMERP intern, and Michael King (right),
the assistant curator of the HSU Vertebrate
Museum cut and pull back several inches of
biubber to get to the skull of the whale.

Global sea levels could rise by a foot (30 cm) at the end of the century, making freak weather conditions more common. The Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology in Hamburg said temperatures
could increase 4 degrees Celsius (39 degrees Fahrenheit), causing
the polar ice caps to melt. Researchers said, according to their climate models, global warming would cause hot and dry summers
and warm and wet winters in Europe. Melting polar ice may also
make it difficult for polar bears to wander across sea ice, making
them trek across Canada and Siberia. Global warming occurs when
greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide released from cars, trap
solar heat in the atmosphere. Courtesy of Reuters.

Turtle troubles
The World Wildlife Foundation (WWF) is encouraging the Greek
government to demolish buildings built on the National Marine

Park of Zacynthos, an area set aside for loggerhead turtles to lay
their eggs. Between the months of May and June 1,100 turtles
lumber up onto the beach lay their eggs. The island’s peak tourist
season starts when the eggs hatch. The WWF say violations happen every day and they want the Greek government to provide
the island's National Marine Park better funding so they can remedy the situation.
Compiled by Jessica Cejnar
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_Letters
to tHe Eniror
Wear white or you might get hit by a
car on the highway
Dear Editor,

I have noticed that many people wear dark clothing and at night they don't appear in the headlights
of a car until they are in front of a moving car — A bad combo. So, at night, wear white. And assume you
aren't seen. A belt beacon is a great accessory.
George Kirkpatrick
Fieldbrook

Military editorial propaganda

:

aie

sicheenthee

He i am pal ation
F poad cali
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: are dedicated and smart. However, administrators
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Parking garages.
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If you plan on flying or bussing your kid out of

ll

am
|

aR

If your kid is a freshman, don't expect to be

_ coming back in four years for their graduation.
It's better

‘to shoot for about six You can push them as much as you

af want, but it just won't happen in four years.

Sa

‘Make sure your kids use condoms. The Clap,

ce among other things, is a problem here. You might just

"want

to pick up one of the bulk packs of rubbers for him

Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter in response to The Lumberjack editorial titled, “The military knows where
your kids go to school” dated Sept 28.
What type of propaganda are you trying to spit
out? I'll tell you why those 1,900 service members
died and many more continue to be in harm's way.
Something you obviously know little about ... unselfishness, believe it or not.
America is fighting for people, not for oil or
some power trip that you claim we are on. If it was
for oil, then gas prices would be lower due to the

confiscation of oil, but they is not. Gas prices were
high even before Hurricane Katrina.
As a service member's spouse I can understand
the reasons that we are there and that is to help
them to establish a democracy after we captured
their gruesome dictator.
It makes me sick to read these articles in The
Lumberjack about how bad our military is. It’s because of them that the Iraqi people can protest, and
let's not forget that little thing called freedom of the
press, that you hold so dear.
Defending our nation is something that every

_ or her just to be safe. They can also get them for free at
the local Planned Parenthood. You should make sure
they know where that is. Put your embarrassment
aside
— if you haven't had the talk, now’s as good a time as any
(well not really, you should have done that a long time
ago).
8)

a

How to reach the Forum section
* The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for
guest columns or guest cartoons.
¢ Letters to the editor should be no more

than

350 words

and guest columns

« Letters and guest columns will be edited
for grammar and spelling.

¢ The Lumberjack editorial is written based on the major-

« Letters and guest columns must be received by 5 p.m. Friday for next issue consideration.

« Staff columns, guest columns and cartoons reflect
the opinion of the writers, not necessarily those of
The Lumberjack or HSU.

« Letters and guest columns must include
the writer's name, city of residence and
phone number. Also include major and

_ year in school if a student.

no

more than 750 words.

* Questions regarding the editorial content of The Lumberjack should be directed to the editor at 826-3271.
ity opinion of the newspaper's editorial board.

Mary Linn Levene

Eureka

thejack@humboldt.edu

them to college at HSU because if enrollment doesn't in-

The Lumberjack Statement of Policy

So I ask you to stop complaining and instead

thank your recruiters for doing their part to serve
the country. I am very proud of the military and
the job they do. It does not matter whether or not
you agree with the war in Iraq. The point is, that recruiters are service members, too, and you should
support them for the job they do just as you would
support the other troops.

Send letters to the editor to

Lastbut notleast, if you have anymore kids, send

crease
quick this joint is going to get shut down.

child should be given the opportunity to do. At
least these “children” have a choice to join or not.
How would you feel if they implemented the
draft? Well, then you wouldn't have to worry about
the recruiters calling just so you can hang up on
them if you don't like what you hear. You say it violates privacy, I say you may not have such a thing if
it wasn't for the military.
One more question, what would the Peace
Corps do in the face of armed insurgents? Nothing.
They’re not there to defend anyone.

¢ Letters can be e-mailed (preferred), faxed,
snail-mailed or directly brought in to The
Lumberjack.
E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu

+ Letters from the same author will only be
published every 30 days.

Fax: 826-5921
Address: The Lumberjack
Nelson Hall East Room 6,

Humboldt State University,
Arcata, CA 95521
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Car-Free-Day was well advertised

NTT

Te ©

Dear Editor,
1am one of the members of Alternative Transportation Club, and helped organize CarFree Day. I am excited by the success of this year’s car-free celebration. Reading the Lumberjack article covering the event it seems people did not know what Car-Free Day was.
I am at a loss however on how to inform more people about the event. This year ATC
distributed 500 tri-folds explaining Car-Free Day. We hung 200 color posters up at HSU
and the surrounding community.
An ad was placed in The Lumberjack, and it was listed in the schedule of events. I made
announcements to all my classes. We sent bulk e-mails to our members, and put two announcements in the HSU news and announcements e-mail. Radio stations were contact-

ees

aia

yh

ed and they gave details of Car-Free Day on the air.
The Arcata Eye also had a section on upcoming events — Car-Free Day details were
there as well. ATC tabled on the quad and at the Co-op before Car-Free Day. But if you
missed all this maybe you didn't miss the buttons we handed out, or the stickers.
So on this note, take time to find out what is going on in your community and get involved. While you are at it, mark your calendars for the fourth annual Car-Free Day, Sept.
22, 2006.

Sara Dykman
Wildlife junior
Arcata

Dear Editor,
I would like to address the article by Helen Jones, “How is HSU addressing the issue
of diversity on campus?” I like the fact that HSU has been making diversity on campus a
major issue, and that they have developed teams such as the Strategic Enrollment Effort to
coordinate with students of color to deal with this issue.
But the problem still remains, where is the diversity?. And how can we solve the problem? I know that this question is very complicated, and several factors exist. Perhaps it’s
the University’s lack of diverse faculty, lack of programs geared toward ethnic students, or
perhaps it’s just Humboldt County itself. Whatever the problem may be, I am losing out on
an opportunity to get educated.
Each year that the University “plans” on getting more diverse and doesn't, I am the one
who loses, along with every other student at this University. The more we deal with the familiar, such as an overwhelming white population and staff, the more we deal with familiar
ways of thinking. Just being honest, the sight of students of color or diverse ethnic backgrounds is few and far between. The situation is disheartening.
The article, “The Next Generation of Diversity and Intergroup Relations Research,’ by
Sylvia Hurtado in the Journal of Social Issues Vol. 61, No. 3, says we need to deal with diversity, “Peer interactions during college affect various dimensions of growth that include
both cognitive skills, values, and attitudes, so it stands to reason that interactions with diverse peers also illicit development in more ways than one.” Once again, due to Humboldt
not being a diverse institution, I lose.
The American Council on Education argues, “Among the benefits of diversity are the
following: student body diversity improves classroom learning environments; diverse
learning environments promote critical thinking skills; cross-racial interaction has positive effects on retention, college satisfaction, self-confidence, leadership ...”
I hope you are getting the idea. I agree that the issue must be addressed, but it must be
addressed quickly so future students will not miss out as I have.

Todd Eagle
LSEE Senior

—s
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Arcata

you're coming from,

pe The“ is on the third
floor,
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The issue of diversity must be
addressed quickly or students
will miss out
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Send comic submissions to the editor to
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Absynth Quintet

Fall Harvest Festival

Muddy Waters

U.C. Quad, HSU
12 p.m., free
The festival starts today and
continues through Friday, featuring
performers such as the Jazz
Mandolin Project, The Waybacks,
Split Lip Rayfield and Uncle Earl.

1603 G St., Arcata

VOX Voices For Planned
Parenthood
Karshner Lounge, HSU
5 p.m., free
Meets every week to discuss
outreach work that can be done on

campus.

Parent/Child Workshops
Six Rivers Planned parenthood
2316 Harrison Avenue, Eureka
6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m., free
This workshop, for 9-12-year-old
daughters and their parents, will
focus on fostering positive attitudes
about girls’ bodies. To sign up call
the Education Department at 4422961.

All ages punk rock

8 p.m., $10 for preview, $15 for

9 p.m., (21+)

Gypsy grazz

Thursday | 06
Humboldt Community
NETwork
Marshall Family Resource Center
Eureka High School
2100 J St., Eureka
1 p.m.-3 p.m., free
Apresentation about issues
concerning children, youth
and families will be given by
TAPESTRY.

Sa

Eileen Hemphill-Haley

Six Rivers Brewery
1300 Central Ave., McKinleyville
6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m., free (21+

after 10 p.m.)

“The Search for Terra
Australis”
Founders Hall Auditorium (Room
118), HSU
7 p.m., free
Professor Tom Jones will explore

Peace and Justice

the early voyages in search of a
mythical southern continent and the
eventual discovery of Australia.

Arcata
Stoics play danceable ‘77
rock. Also on the bill will

The Dead Kenny G's

Ss

Six Rivers Brewery
1300 Central Ave., McKinleyville

8 p.m., $12 (21+ after 10 p.m.)

Ferndale Repertory Theater
447 Main St., Ferndale

Uncle Earl
f
Red Radish
140 H St., Blue Lake
7 p.m., $10 for Humboldt Folklife

Society Members, $12 general

Tickets available at Wildwood
Music, The Metro and The Works.

following shows
A Musical Tribute to Frank Sinatra.
Performances continue on all
Fridays and Saturdays at 8:00 p.m.
through October 28, with matinee
performances on Sundays,
October 16, 23, and 30 at 2 p.m.
Saturday, October.29 is also a
matinee only performance at 2 p.m.
fa

Karaoke
Humboldt Brews

856 10th St., Arcata
free (21+)

The Dirt Nap Band w/

Sf

Don Huapt
Muddy Waters
1603 G St., Arcata

9 p.m., (21+)

TOYOTA

Friday | 07

Parents Weekend Club’s Spirit
Fair
U.C. Quad, HSU
Noon.-2:30 p.m., free

Democrat of the Year Dinner
Arcata Community Center |

513

J

Street,

Arcata

Bear River Casino
11 Bear Paws Way, Loleta
9 p.m.-1:30 a.m.

Sa

Muddy Waters
1603 G St., Arcata
. 9p.m., (21+)

of Democrat of the Year. Senator
Wesley Chesbro is featured as
the keynote speaker. There will be
musical performances, and silent
auction, and Hurricane Kate's will
cater the dinner. Call 986-7375 or
445-3366.

f

Van Duzer Theatre, HSU

| 08
Saturday
Warfinger Building
1 Marina Way, Eureka
7 p.m.-8 p.m. beginning lesson,

Moontribe

i

fA

fo

Humboldt Brews

856 10th St., Arcata
free

Arcata Business Forum
Golden Harvest Cafe
1062 G St., Arcata
7:30 a.m.-9 a.m., free for Arcata

Chamber members, $5 general

“7 Lessons Business Schools Don't
Teach, But You Need to Know.”

Sf

Humboldt Brews

856 10th St., Arcata
10 p.m. free (21+)

GuYO4d

Open Mic

Tuesday |11

Muddy Waters
1603 G St., Arcata
9 p.m., (21+)
Get ready to do some dancing.

Reggae

8 p.m., $25 General/Senior/Child,
$15 HSU students.
This artist erases the boundaries
between folk, country, blues and
rock.

Tango Milonga

Free Sound

The Metro
858 G St., Arcata
7 p.m.-9 p.m., free

Mokka

Monday |10
Gillian Welch

856 10th St., Arcata
10 p.m. $3

Cafe Mokka
5th & J St., Arcata
8:30 p.m., free
Jazz

of Café

Sa

Six Rivers Brewery
1300 Central Ave., McKinleyville

SA

Dizzy Vipers

Be Brave Bold Robot

Luca
9 p.m., $5 (21+ after 10 p.m.)

Mel Kreb will receive the honor

° Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups
Just north

i

6 p.m., $60

° Electrical Repairs
¢ Cooling Systems
¢ Clutches * Engine Overhauls

*

Vintage Soul

321 Community Park Way, Arcata

<>

822-3770

Van Duzer Theatre, HSU
8 p.m.,

dancing 8 pim.-11 p.m. $5
Call 445-2655 for more information.

(free inspection & estimate)

AUTOMOTIVE

Bc)

Memorial Lighthouse
Trinidad
1 p.m., $17 adults, $12 children
42 and under and seniors 65
and older
Walking tours are available to learn
more about the town’s native
and European settlement, as well
as its lighthouse and lighthouse
keepers, the once thriving whaling
station, the Holy Trinity Church and
the school. Tours are offered every
half hour until 4 p.m.

Humboldt Brews

e Brakes

REDWOOD

Peter Rowan and Tony
Rice Quartet

Dukes of Ted

Electric rock
<>

Presbyterian Church
11th & G St., Arcata
8 p.m.-11 p.m., $3
Dance to live music by Club Band
and Chubritza.

Slewfoot String Band

NVSSIN<>

Redwood
Center
1040 H St,
8 p.m., $5
Stockyard
style punk
be Avoid.

ic

Ee

The Waybacks w/ the

ee

Wednesday |05

Voices From The Past Tour

Humboldt Folkdancers

* “My Way” Preview

Sunday |09

Permaculture For Beginners
CCAT, HSU
4 p.m., free
Learning about modeling human

systems after natural systems.

Public Field Trip To Humboldt

The Great Tennessee Monkey
Trial

Eureka
9 a.m., free
The trip takes a leisurely pace and
beginners are welcome.
Take the Hookton Road exit (just
south of College of the Redwoods),
make an immediate right, and tum

Van Duzer Theatre, HSU
8 p.m., $55 General/Senior/Child,

Bay National Wildlife Refuge

left into the entrance to the Salmon

Creek Unit.

Understanding Islam
Arcata City Library
500 7th St., Arcata
1 p.m.-2 p.m., free

Dr. Abdul Aziz will present a
discussion on Islamic Prayer and

Meditation.

$35 HSU students
The debate about what can be
taught about the beginning of life
is relived in this production by L.A.
Theater Works.

DJ Dub Cowboy

Sf

Humboldt Brews
856 10th St., Arcata

10 p.m., $2 (ladies free)
Tishamingo

i

Six Rivers Brewery
1300 Central Ave., McKinleyville
8 p.m., free (21+ after 10 p.m.)

ea
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LASSIFIED
MARIJUANA
ANONYMOUS
ON CAMPUS WEDNESDAY
6-7 pm HSU Annex 152
839-7857
AA ON CAMPUS 442-0711
OA ON CAMPUS 441-9705
AL-ANON FAMILY GROUPS
443-1419
NEWCOMERS WELCOME
AL-ANON
FAMILY GROUPS
ADULT CHILDREN OF
ALCOHOLICS MEETING NOW
ON HSU CAMPUS 7-8 pm
SBSB 405 822-1758

31

HUMBOATS
BORTING
CENTER

nace

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER?
$2,000-$5,000

Central,

per month

FT.

www.projectbigmoney.com

LARGE WHITE 1986 Chevy Van

D.C. 912 Tenth St., Arcata. 822NARCOTICS
ANONYMOUS
FOR MEETING INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL 444-8645

Incarcerated white male
Inmate Firefighter would like to
correspond with others
Write: Paul Ryan CDC# P-73541
Valley View Conservation
Camp #34
P.O. Box 8
Elk Creek, CA 95939-0008

with ARCATA STAY

Humboldt County

EXCEPTIONAL
ACCOMMODATIONS.

Magazine
PO. Box 7043

30. Low miles, runs great. Good as
a traveling van or as a work van.
$1,250 OBO. Call 442-1290

TIN CAN

to detail, and service assure a fine

BOOKS,

month + deposit. View of Founders

lodging experience.

for cash or trade credit. Huge

Hall. Call 223-0077.

Two-night minimum. Visit our
website at www.arcatastay.comor

selection, open daily. Corner of
10th &H Arcata 822-1307

away.

$2,000

a

MMMM... FRESH COOKIE
MADE BY MARLENE

WANTED:

27

people

www.projectloseweight.com

OWNED

AND OPERATED

© 2742 Broadway Strect & Bayshore Mall

GROUND YOURSELF WITH A CuP
OF GOLD RUSH COFFEE

839-9998

NEED
GAS MONEY?
Work

for

with

a winning

flexible

OK!

All other types too!

Visit the Players ¢

707.668.4391
Orvisittus

No
MONEY

BANK

LINES!

ORDERS

AVAILABLE

Orlandi Valuta Services

Open Monday-Friday 10-6
Saturday 10-3.
1102 Sth Street « Eureka * 445.9022
(Sth & L St. across from Stanton's Restaurant)

Di

team

hours!

EASY!

CHECKS

ig

MAILMAN

BUYS

including TEXTBOOKS

on

the

web

at

www.bluelakecasino.com

Pl Ur

LAKE

UHHHH...... VENDING
MACHINE TART
MANUFACTURED BY ???

Choose?
mar

serious

about losing weight. Safe and Dr.
approved. 800-678-3407.

Which
Would You

fund. Women only please. 531 Ist
Avenue, Blue Lake.

Arcata * Inside the Depot at the Quad

PERSONAL

Eureka, CA 95502
j

thoughtful amenities, attention

yet tucked

FEMINIST AND LESBIAN
BOOKS from the Fran Roth
deFuria estate. One day sale
Saturday, Oct 15, 1-4 pm. Proceeds
go to the local Lesbian emergency

Eureka

FAST!

ty Lin Lines

phone toll-free (877) 822-0935.

THE OLDEST ROASTER
ON THE NORTH COAST

CA$H

or:

ARCATA STAY oe acentral
reservation service for splendid

ra

LOCALLY

ACROSS FROM STANTON'S RESTAURANT

ea ah

LODGING NETWORK OF

Bagels

=

¢ ompany

Ine.

=I

LOS

ee

|

a

eis

, venia
lat

Park.

redibly

We

Inex

Mondays
| OTST

Ve

:

1061
Arcata

REAL

| Street

8223150

FOOD

AT

AAU
DEPOT

THE

DEPOT!

ee

403 2nd Street
Eureka
442-3525

YOU CAN USE YOUR HSU POINTS AT LOS BAGELS IN THE DEPOT!

www.losbagels.com

444-9999

rc laa

sen fly sloraindexc Covina. Need hl
fist) ca+hpus and the Plaza, Our
ees:

FOR RENT: Unique 4 bedroom

house in Northtown Arcata.

for sports, auto. and stress related

9171

822-8039
RogersRentals.com/housing

Earn $500-$1,500 per month PT or

a

Dooley, D.C. and Lorna Skrine,

HOUSE, visiting parents, faculty, or

Water Taxi Tours of Humboldt
00d, floors. Washer, Dryer.
:
Bay from Woodley Island MarinaFenced Yard.
as
www.humboats.com
ose
to
shopping, bus route.
707-444-3048
Available Nov 1. McKinleyville.

GENTLE HOLISTIC
CHIROPRACTIC CARE. Relief
injuries and imbalances. Jan

Need overnight lodging for

THREE BEDROOM

yr

Yelre

Weer Crates

Each night, the Chicago-based
band decides on performing
one show from the 2,500 that

the Grateful Dead performed
during their 30 year tenure as
|
fathers of improvisational
rock. As a chamber orchestra
interprets Bach or Mozart,
Dark Star Orchestra presents
the complete original set list,
song by song, and in order,

Arcata

Community

$23/$25

INFO:
TIH

@

Center

ages,7:30pm

,all

&

Metro

uncanny faithful

interpretation.

wmWiu.passionpresents.com

707.822.8996
The

recreating historic music with

17

OCTOBER

Works

The

(A/E)Wwww.inticketing.com

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS

2%

KES (St St

°O,

ArcatancAs
Ss

in Seasmefoninie

5

pl

TUBS

AAND

Sun-Thucs:

ba)

COFFEEHOUSE

~

lem

noon- lam

Fri-Sat:

Ce

noon-l

/

OPEN EVERY DAY
(INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
CORNER 5TH & J. ARCATA
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

aig

ee

Wer

ogi ae

4a

8

